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Abstract •:

The rôle and working methods of specialized data compilation
centres are considered in relation to.the C0DATA/U1TISIS2 study on
data dissémination and some technicalities of the use of network •
linked computers for scientific information retrieval. This
general-approach suggests that IRIS should he used in the 'data ..
referral.*" function for nuclear science,, and that data requests
should in interactive retrieval hë routed in cascade fx-oa E\JS
to the appropriate specialized data file.

An outline sketch of a cheap and highly decentralized net-
work shows that only a simple data file pointer need he added to
INIS in order to make it suitable for use as an aid to retrieving
numerical data. • . ; : • : '.
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INIS, CINPA, THE EXFOR DATA AND THE

WORLD INFORMATION SLOW - "

Nigel Tubbff, OECD -Nuclear Energy Agency

1. INTRODUCTION • . . . • . . . •

, The links between INIS and CINDA to lie discussed at this
meeting are one aspect of the much wider problem of defining a •
coherent system for the compilation and distribution of all kinds
of scientific information. The title of,this paper is inspired
"by a book called "Zen Buddhism and the Art of Motorcyle Maintenance";
the paper itself is an attempt to extend the general ideas of
UNISÎST on data dissemination, to link them to the specific -copie1
of data tagging, and to relate them to the parallel,;but so far unre-
lated discussions on the use of computer rietworks for the exchange o~
scientific information. The possibility of a very rapid increase
in the number of specialized information centres, of à size and
scope comparable to those of the,four neutron data centres, makes

• it urgent*to have a comprehensive and widely accepted overall
understanding of the flow of scientific information on which
plans for establishing and coordinating new information activities
could be based. Of course it would be good to agree on a world
development plan for scientific information, but establishing such
a plan is a major undertaking; the best that can be done in the
short term is to prepare a rough sketch of the constraints imposed
on individual information projects by computer technology and
coexistence with the many other similar projects in different
fields. •

2. BACKGROUND : THE CODATA/UNISIST STUDY

A document basic to further discussion of the structure
of scientific information exchange is the study oerformed for
UNISIST : "Study on the Problems of Accessibility and Dissemination
of data for Science and Technology" (UNESCO, SC 74ArS/16 and
CODATA bulletin No. 16).

This report proposes a rather comprehensive typology for
classifying data gathered in the natural sciences, using a number
of independent 'facets1 to .describe different characteristics.
Besides the more obvious characteristics, such as 'qualitative/
quantitative1, the scheme includes a facet characterising the. . .

• breadth, of the user community for any one» category of data. In
parallel, and consistent with this analysis, a network organization
of data retrieval and data evaluation centres is elaborated : the
most important innovations to a?r>ear in this organization ere the
global data referral centre and" the two-tiér structure of global
and local data dissemination centres (see:p.. 73 of the UNESCO
report). " •* .
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This organization scheme is rather general, and could
include many widely different specific patterns of activity in .•:
gathering and distributing scientific information. If certain
characteristics of specialized information centres (referred to
variously as data evaluation centres, information analysis centres
or compilation centres) are included in the analysis, some of the
degrees of freedom disappear from the '.floppy1 structure obtained
by considering data dissemination alone-. ••

The author's view is that the most favourable structure
for nuclear information services is a network in which the informa-
tion files are rather widely distributed : the only 'central1
function would be referral of queries, and as will be explained
below, even this apparently central switching function can in
reality well be distributed over regional centres.

Although what follows represents only the author's views,
and is intended as a spur to further discussion, many of the solu-
tions proposed are implicit in the UIIISIST'study, and become
explicit as soon as one tries to see how their proposed organization
for data dissemination services could be put into practice at a
reasonable cost. In particular, it is clear that efficient imple-
mentation of such a network presupposes the use of computers.
Much of the data flowing in the network will be qualitative (e.g.
bibliographic information), but the data to be compiled by
specialized information centres in the nuclear field is to a
very large extent numeric. A further specific.of the nucleai'
sciences is that data is frequently gathered, compiled ar.d applied
by computer : human intervention may in such cases be limited" to
programming and operating the computers, and to 'mixing in* such
qualitative information as is necessary. Neutron cross-section data
is an example of this.

3. DATA COMPILATION III NUCLEAR SCIENCE

Basic assumptions : We assume that in compiling scientific data
we are in effect reissuing in computer-readable form a condensate
of the original printed publication,.containing any numerical data .
obtained plus all those details of experimental or calculational
method needed to select and use the data for further calculation.
Data will thus be compiled on to computer media, stored and handled
largely by computer, and made available for retrieval either in a
computer-readable format standard to the field in question, or. in
computer-printed form.. . - . '. •

Most work in the nuclear field is quantitative, and we
assume explicitly that the date to be comndled is a mixture of
qualitative description of the question aid methods of investigation,
and numerical results.. ;••'•..::•- '- •
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. Problems specific to numerical^data compilation : The work
invested in compiling the, results, of an experiment in nuclear . ";,
science, so as to present both the numerical results and the '
experimental details all in individually computer retrievable
form within the data block devoted to the measurement,,is of a
rather different order than 'that required to index the same; publi-
cation in INIS, and requires a far greater depth of specialist '
knowledge from the iadexer. As an example, a subject, specialist
at PhiD. level will take about a day to" compile an 'average1 paper
for an experiment.in neutron physics (assuming that all, numerical
values are included in the paper itself, which limits their number
to about 100). : . . » • - • • . •

.The problem becomes more complicated as the number of, data
points in the experiment increases and they are presented at least
partly on magnetic tapel Here it is not sufficient to fill out a
coding fora. The published paper will perhaps contain only a snail-
scale curve showing the theoretically important, features appearing
in the analysis of several thousand data points. .After some corres-
pondence to obtain the computer record from the author, these data
must be steered through a computer transformation into the compila-
tion format, and perhaps plotted afterwards as a check : some ad hoc
programming may also be necessary.

Verification of data, both during and after input to the
files, is a very important aspect : it is the availability of
selected data in a standard computer format, and as nearly as
possible free of the usual; data preparation errors, which consitutes
one vital advantage for computerized scientists of a data bank as
against a classical library. The responsibility of the data com-
piler extends beyond the initial work"of data compilation to the.
quality of the data files seen as a whole, and thus to all but the
most mechanical aspects of file maintenance.

Organizational implications : NEA experience in operating two
specialized information centres is that the level of facilities
required (in particular,' programs for file maintenance and rapid,
ideally interactive, access to appropriate computer .hardware) as
well as the body of knowledge and experience to be maintained about
the compilation itself in addition to scientific specialist exper-
tise, define a •critical mass1 for effective and sustained coapi-

. lation work. This statement can also be supported by 'a priori1
arguments to show that the optimum number of compilation centres
in the world for a given speciality is greater than one and much
less than a hundred.

The most important argument against a single 'world' centre
for each subject .is the difficulties (geographical, linguistic
and political) in maintaining adequate contact between a single
centre and researchers all over the world, while one argument
against a proliferation of compilation centres is the sheer diffi-
culty of coordinating their activities and exchanging data. We
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also believe that a compilation centre should be located in an
environment where active work fn the subject is done. Here we
should point out that although a compilation,centre is ideally
placed to- provide a retrieval service, the number of Data Dissemi-
nation Centres handling information in a given subject may very
well be larger than the number of compilation centres.

Regional cooperation for data compilation : Our tentative conclusion
is, perhaps not surprisingly, that two, ..three or four compilation

. . centres in the world in any one speciality is about the right number.
Such a restriction implies a division of labour between countries
in any one region, with each country taking on responsibility for
compilation in a limited number of topics, or setting up of an
equivalent number of cooperative centres wii3T appropriate inter-
national funding and status. The increased efficiency resulting
from sharing out these necessary but expensive tasks should allow
monetary savings as well as producing better compilations.

4. THE ROLE OF DATA COKPILATIOIÎ CENTRES II? THE DEVELOPSSITT 0? SCIE3SC5
•- . • - • „ ' , '

The development of science is an iterative process, in
which inadequate models and.data are continually replaced by

• slightly better ones. A useful analogy is 'trading"up1 through the
housing market, in which a family buys a small house, and later
sells it to provide the down payment on a bigger one. In this
analogy, a compilation centre"can be compared with a real estate
agent : the centre takes in the data generated by a scientist's
last experiment, and provides him with all the necessary data on
which to base his forthcoming work. . ,

Thus.most of the customers requesting; data are not in
fact technologists, but scientists who will use the data- supplied
to generate further data. The direct economic justification" for the
compilation activity, and for all the scientific work it covers, is
provided by the usefulness in industry of the evaluated data which
is derived from the total contents of the centre's compilation.

In the budget of a single centre doing all the compilation
and evaluation work in its special field, and providing a retrieval
service,, we"might expect expenditure to be divided in the approxi-
mate proportions 4/5/1 : if.anything, the retrieval service*from
computerized, files will cost less, than the 10% estimated above.
The centre must in any case maintain file search programs for
use in checking the contents of its data files, and in evaluating
work, so that the marginal cost of.the customer service from its
rown files is limited to the computer time plus manpower spent in
determining customers' exact requirements.
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We consider that retrievals form an essential part of
the reciprocal relationship "between data compilation/evaluation
centres and the scientists whose work they publicize, while in
certain difficult cases intimate knowledge of the data files
themselves may be needed in order adequately to answer requests.
It is for this latter reason that the "UinsIST study assigns the .
role of global Data Dissemination to their 'Data Evaluation
Centres'. *' .. L .-

While the compilation and evaluation functions can if
necessary bè separated, we suggest that in order to keep the
iterative-cycle between measurements as short as possible, easy
accosss to continually updated data compilations is an essential
scientific tool. If only the,results of. data evaluations are
widely available, without access to the underlying compilation
files, the cycle of scientific progress becomes, on a very crude
approximation, the slower simple succession

"... Measurement/EvaluationAieasurement..^1 .
' rather than allowing the faster development represented by the
parallel interlocking cycles . •

"... Measurement/Evaluation/Measurement..."
11... Evaluation/Measurement/Evaluation... "

5* FOUS POSTULATES COKfCEBITMG DATA CENTRES

Before continuing'with the subject of data retrieval
organization, it will be useful to summarize our assumptions
about specialised information centres.; Together they imply'that
a data dissemination network must be capable of supplying data
from many disparate master\tfiles with.a"wide geographical distribu-
tion. . .

Specialized information centres are responsible forHo. 1 . _. ,, .... .. ._
collecting data produced by'scientists working in a particular
specialist field. Their output will be data compiled in a
standard form (such as to permit intercomparison of data sets) and/o;
evaluated sets of 'best value1 data. In either case the centre will
as far as possible cover the!full range of externally useful data
generated within its speciality. . . .

A given specialist field.will usually be covered by
several regional compilation groups located in 'centres of
excellence1 for that field. .

No. 2 Data compiled in national or regional specialist centres
will in general be made available internationally". Such an exchange
is a necessary precondition for evaluation work or the provision of
data retrieval services for the customers, in the country or region
served by the centre. We assume.that data compilation centres will
also provide data dissemination services. . . .
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No. 3 All new data compilations will; be stored on computer
media, and where appropriate existing 'literary' data compilations
will be computerized. The information contained within the data =
"block devoted to a given piece of work will be standardized.as
"between different regional centres covering the same specialist
field, and will as far as possible be consistent between, different
compilations in the sane science. In subjects where mathematical
models are highly developed (and thus in nuclear science) the final
conclusions of scientific work will in-general be quantitative
rather than qualitative *.,. .'The numerical data so obtained will
frequently be used as input to further scientific or engineering
calculations. :'.:.V'".- . . - ;-;/ • •

No. 4 Compilation centres must have continual and retrospective
access to the*data files for which "they are responsible, and need,
computer facilities which will give them "a.rapid turnrouncL for
file maintenance operations, and which ideally should allov? inter-
active file updating. In other words, the- centre • s-•mas teg?1 file
should be located at a computer relatively near to^the compilation
centre, rather than at a single 'world daiJa bank1.

6. DATA RETRIEVAL ORGANIZATION AND TECHNIQUES ; NETWORKING

It is important to avoid extravagant predictions about
user access to scientific data : in science fiction everything can
be tailored to the user's convenience, while in practice.users
must accept less ideal but far cheaper solutions. In order, to
bring out clearly the characteristics of data circulation networks,
we will first consider an ideal .configurai011 in which users can
enjoy 'one-stop data shopping1 in a series of virtual data hyper-
markets (otherwise known as Local Data Dissemination Centres). We
will then look for ways in which this luxurious approach can be
degraded to save money but still provide an acceptable service.

Networks : a reminder^ : The general term 'network1, very frequently
used in discussions about the circulation of scientific information,
can lead to confusion if it is not supplemented by a more exact
specification of the network referredlto and the type of data
handled. An overall map of the world circulation of data in any
speciality would show an. untidy superposition of several different
data flow patterns, representing the postal network as well as
electronic data transmission, and the transmission within either
network of data which may or may not be computer-readable.

Real and 'virtual' networks : A corrollary to this iomolicated
superposition of real data transmission patterns "is ;that the net-
work seen by the user (the 'virtual' network) may be very different
from the 'real' physical combination of data flows in different
media and at different speeds set up to satisfy his needs. This
statement, may be appreciated more easily by analogy with the
•virtual machine' software' facilities which'allow one computer to
-appear, to the user, in all respects except processing speed,
e x a c t l y l i k e a n o t h e r . ••; . ; •••.. . •,.*•
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Thus the possibility of accessing any one of, a number of
computer files from a single terminal does not necessarily isply
a 'wheelspoke' network in which all these files are grouped at a ••
central node, nor is it absolutely necessary that any one logical
file shoxild be grouped in a single physical location. At the
cost of a very small but quantifiable deterioration in quality, long-
distance computer links to a single 'master1 file for one subject „
can be replaced by local links to. a number of 'slave' copies of
that file, updated very cheaply by postr, or rather cheaply ~oy
'off-peak' use of the data network at times when; it is not fully
loaded with more urgent traffic. ;

• • ' • • - , ' . •

Cost limitations on the use, of computer networks : A point which
has apparently, got lost in much of -che discussion about u$ing
computer networks for scientific information retrieval is that
such reti'ievals make rather limited demands on the computer used,
but may unload large quantities of data into the- transmission net-r'
work. This is indirect contrast'to the 'heavy-cospute' 5°~os
which can economically be/handled by long-distance-Jinks to huge
computers. Where the answer to a user's request for data comprises
more than a few thousand data points, the most economical way
of answering a request submitted.by computer may at present well
be a magnetic tape sent through the post. The use of 'slave'
data files, discussed below, may offer fast retrievals at a reason-
able cost. •

The use of 'slave ' data files ; In order to save transmitting
large amounts of data over long-distance data lines, we may
consider the alternative of distributing 'slave' copies of a '.
single 'master' file, to national or regional nodes ;in a scientific
data network. These copies would be, supplied with the,.necessary
update and retrieval software, and would be updated either by data
link or with computer tapes sent through the post. Prom.the point
of view of the centre holding them,, these copies are. alaost
entirely passiye: their responsibility is limited.to running the
update program whenever they receive a new update tape. If
adequate data transmission facilities.are available, updates can
be initiated and controlled directly by the 'master' centre.

The advantages of the technique become evident when the
files are consulted frequently. Growth of. a data file will be of th
order of 1 0 a year, while in the '"'same -period retrieval OUT,->UÔ may
be several hundred per cent. Use of slave copies; will save this
much use of.,long-distance data links. Where,use of the file
involves interactive working to refine user queries,' their advan-
tages may be further increased : the data link must be kept open
throughout the most hesitant terminal conversation, whether, or not
any.information is being transmitted.
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7. AN 'IDEAL'.'NETWORK RETRIEVAL SYSTEM • '. . V . ; '

' The user, or the librarian operating à computer terminal
on his behalf, requires data located in one or more;logical files in
the data network. Tire user may ..or.' may. not knou what' informât ion he
wants (if he does not know, he must decide in au interactive sessior
with either the librarian or the data referral .centre),..,.and he nay-.
or may not know which files it is. in. • „ His seiarch couifd>be com-
pared to the use of a zoom lens in photography : his needs will
be defined, with increasing precision, within a gradually.'çîiarrowing
search field. The final 'closerUp1 would define-.the combination of
numerical' and descriptive data likely to be.most useful. The""data
would be delivered to the user terminal, or to any other tezpinai
in the network, either at once or overnight if its volume i;srlarge.

The virtual system seen by this lucky user is a single "
huge computer, with all the. data he could possibly ever war.- on'
direct access. The real network Underlying it would- look far more
complicated, even if we assume, as we haves here, that :

- all the data he requires is available in computerized
f o r m . •'.,••

- the quality of the general indexing scheme is such as to
allow the user to define exactly the data he wants.

The 'director' function, for the whole network is data
referral and line switching. This function might be performed by
the computer of the global data referral centre, or could be geo-
graphically distributed. Different. data files, and even different
parts of the same file, would be distributed throughout the net-
work. The 'master' copy of any file would probably be located near
the group responsible for adding new data to the file, and more
generally for all the scientific aspects of its maintenance.
'Slave' copies of some files, and more especially of file indices
for use in interactive query development, might be held at main
nodes in the network. It would not be necessary for interactive
conversations with user terminals to cross national boundaries :
a slave copy of the indices used to steer such conversations could
be held at national or regional nodes.

Files would commonly be accessed in cascade : for example
a query about the production of a certain isotope might require an
interactive IÏÏIS search (carried out on à slave copy of the.IKIS
file neld at the national node computer) which in* turn would gene-
rate a list of literature references. A well-defined retrieval
request (a specification of the cross-section of interest, and the
publications already identified) would be* passed to the computers
nearest to the user on which neutron and. charged particle cross-
section data were stored. The user would receive, from'three
different nodes and in batches delivered to his terminal within.a ;
few hours, thz'oe sets of data :
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- literature references and abstracts from INIS

- neutron activation cross-sections : numerical'
values plus experimental descriptions

- charged particle activation cross-sections :
numerical data and descriptions.

The precise design of the real network and the distribution
of data within"it may vary within wide limits : the virtual system
should allow the user the most convenient "'data shopping1 facilities
available within the physical and economic limitations of this real
network. -The purpose of the present crude sketch is to make it ,
easier to visualize the difference between the required yirTar.l
user access facilities to a world data system and the underlying
real data distribution network whose form will depend very much
on shared use of computer links maintained for other purposes, and
on software limitations, as well &s on the geographical loct.-cion
of compilation centres maintaining the master filesJfpr their regior.
and speciality. . '

8. LIMITATIONS ON COMPUTER RETRIEVAL OF DATA t THE SLUGGISH STREAM

We should now consider some properties of real scientific
information which make it doubtful whether full-scale computer net-
working is either practicable or very useful :

- Science develops slowly and scientific data does not
travel fast. The delay in journal publication of new work nay
be a year, and the delay in abstracting or compiling these data
will be between, three and six months. If we suppose a year's
total delay in adding new data to the computer files, a further-
week's delay in ret- • aval may not matter.

- Indexing methods used ••> cover a wide subject scope necessarily
impose a degree of impr>. \sion which can be avoided in speci-
alised bibliographies (su. h. as CINDA), and must be avoided in

: numerical data compilation. Access in direct cascade from a
- retrospective INIS search to aumerical data files may not be fea-
. sible for this reason : the product of the relevance and recall
functions for an INIS search cannot be expected to exceed about

". 70%, whereas 100% is attainable if a correctly specified search
', is made using the precise indexing parameters of the numerical
. file. Moreover retrospective searches in I1TIS extend backwards
.. over only a relatively small number of years : INIS developments
have so far been oriented chiefly towards SDI.

>~. Although many bibliographies are computerized, most numerical
:.: data compilations paradoxically are not. The reasons for this

are often historical : such numerical compilations are the

r
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work of one scientist, or a small groux> with research interests
in that speciality, whereas bibliographies have for many years,
been provided 'administratively' as an extension of library
services, and as an aid to, rather than as & part of, research.

- Over a wide range of interests in nuclear and other numerate
science, there may not exist any sustained effort in the compi-
lation of numerical data, although '.one-toff ' compilations may
be made and published as part"of specific research projects.

- The data which is required for technological purposes is ,
usually evaluated, or 'best value1 data. Such data are augmented
with even more delay than the compilations of experimental data
or bibliographies, and are more often printed in scientific
(Journals or technical handbooks than copies on to magnetic tape.

In summary, it is wrong to suppose that, because good
scientific data are essential to scientists*and techiiolgiEts, they
need them at once if not sooner. Moreover» much of the best data
cannot at present be" made available through a computer network.
EvénTf they could be, the time scale of new development in science
and technology is months and years, not-weeks, so that small delays
in obtaining information are relatively unimportant. What Is
important is that data should be found by those who need them, and
it.is here that the data referral function is vital. With growing
use of computers in all fields, it is also important that data likel
to be used 'in the'mass' rather than singly should be available in
standard format on comnuter media, thus avoiding the costs, delays
and errors of repeated" transcription from literary.to computer
media. .

9. A MODEST INEOBTIAglCN NETWÔBK FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE

H ear science possesses a central computerized biblio-
graphic index, IîTIS, and a number of specialized numerical data
compilations, of which several are stored on computer media. An
jverall view of these projects reveals all the limitations discussed
in section 8 above, but nevertheless most of the elements required
to develop towards perfect accessibility of information (section 7)
are present, in immature or sometimes only embryonic fora.

The limitations of SDI : Just as the latest issues of scientific
journals represent only a minute fraction of the resources of a
classical library and a few per cent of user time spent in the
library, so SDI is only a minor part of the overall requirements
on a full-coverage scientific information system. In particular,
the idea of SDI;.makes very little sense when applied to data as
distinct from bibliograDhic pointers to articles which nigiiw be of
interest. The importance given to SDI in many discussions of
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scientific information services is no doubt due to. the fact that
SDI can be provided now, while à satisfactory global solution
to the prcLlem of retrospectively retrieving directly usable
data for users on demand is a long way ahead. :-

How "badly do we need interactive retrieval systems ? $' Another
important distinction which is, often blurred in discussion is that
between users v/ho k.now exactly what -they want and roughly where
to find it, and those who do not. The former•category is probably
the majority, and if such a scientist*has" been provident enough
to choose a field like neutron physics, he will go straight to
one.of the regional data centres. The great flexibility of ambi-
tious networking schemes would be of most value in 'interdiscip-
linary' work, where the user nay not be able to define exactly
what interests him, and 'will need to. access several data files.
In this paper v:e have 'assumed that it jLs worthwhile to aim in the
long term towards 'one-stop data shopping' through an integrated
retrieval system for nuclear science.

-t

The useof INIS for data referral : Incremental tapes of I1TIS
material are available from lÂiiA on subscription. Since INIS
entries are not normally modified once they" have been, distributed,
a collection of these tapes constitutes a 'slave' copy of the
IMS file, and several retrospective search programs have been
written. The author does not know whether interactive searches
of IUIS can be made under the U.S. RECOU system, but no doubt
those programs could be modified to allow interactive access to
INIS. ' .. '

It "is now proposed to add information to IîïIS entries,
to -show whether the publications in question contain numerical
data suitable for compilation. This would be a great help to com-
pilation, centres, who rarely have the manpower to scan carefully
more than the few 'core' journals central"to their field of
interest. The IITIS entries would presumably be retrieved for
data centres on an SDI basis, using specially constructed search.
profiles. The proposal by Dr. Hans Lemmél of IAEA for the
inclusion of extra information in the 32ÏÏS entries to specify the
data content of the publication could result in much improved
retrieval precision within this specialized SDI service, but still
does not constitute the unambiguous description of the data set
which would be necessary to allot: -direct 'cascade' access from
INIS to the data. . _. . ;' . > :

Proposal for links between INIS and data: files : In the author's
view, the only, way to reach. lGC->i> relevance and 10C% recall of .
data is to use the rigid index- structure of the data, compilations
themselves, rather..than the. IHIS descriptors. Quite apart from
indexing precision,/ÏNIS is designed as .a literature index and not
as a means of accessing the results of scientific work : the \
distinction between data.sets.and bibliographic references is "
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expressed in CINDA "by the ' experiment: block1 and EZFOR by the
•work1, each of which may group data appearing in several publi-
cations. (These are two good reasons why*numerical data cannot :

usefully be included in the IMS file : there are other reasons
as well). • . . ,-

We suggest that feedback should be arranged between
the separate data files and IKIS.i When data from an article is
compiled at a data centre, a tag should bè linked to the IMS.
entry for that article to show that some-data is in 'file X1.
The same article nay also acquire tags pointing to files 'Y'
and «Z1... ' •

Readers should notice that we have not proposed that
these tags should necessarily be included directly with the IMS
entry, though of course that is one way of linking the two. There
are various v;ays of achieving a logical link during the retrieval
process without modifying individual entries in the large IMS
file. ." . •«--••-••

How could this information be used. ? ;

The modest network : In order accurately to locate the data he
wants, a user must search the IMS file, and then redefine his
request in the indexing terminology of the appropriate compilations
We will assume this is to be done interactively by computer, though
there is no very good reason why the user should not simply termi-
nate the IMS search and write or phone to the two or three compi-
lation centres he has been referred to.

An interactive (and retrospective) IMS search allows
the user to select those publications which, from their abstracts
and keywords, appear interesting to.him. From the 'data file tag1
information attached to these IMS entries, it is apparent which
numerical compilations are likely to contain parts of the data
required.

A further short interactive session will allow the
user to define the data he wants in terms of the index descriptors
used by these compilations. A slave Collection of dummy indices
would be held for this purpose. The (national or regional) centre
at whose computer this interactive process takes place would then
forward these requests to the nearest centre holding either a
slave or the master copy of each file of interest. Data would be
sent by post (or possibly by delayed transmission at cheap rates
in the data link network) to the requestor, from both IMS and the
data files. • : ; .

This particular iterative détermination of the user's
requirements.should allow 100$ recall of the data he wants. He
will almost certainly receive from the compilation centres data fc:
some references which he did not find in his IMS search.
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The 'real' geographical network now looks rather
simple. Slave copies of INIS, dummy data file indices, and ..
perhaps slave copies of some very frequently used numerical data
files, are held at national or regional node computers. These
computers are not' in general dedicated to information retrieval,
unless they are. minis. The master copies of data files are held
by the compiling centres who may als.o, as a convenience to them-*
selves and their customers, hold slave copies of files related to
their own. Bequests for data 'will' reach them direct from custo-
mers ("by letter, phone, or telex) and by telex or cheap data
link from the retrieval nodes. . ,.',•

The 'modest1 data network sketched above is ? y
one of many possible such schemes, all of which are of.limited
value until real estimates are made of the data flows expected,
interfacing problems, and so on. Our present aim is to-'show only
the level of"resources which might be required in. a fairly rea-
listic network. She number of.requests for nuc^gqr science
information likely to be handled by such a network may not be nore
than a few tens of thousands each year, and -we should beware
of committing large resources to a dedicated information network
until we are sure that its job cannot be done rather adequately
with a bare minimum of hardware. . .

Personal epjloscue : I do not know whether this paper is in any
way a wor-cny companion to "Zen Buddhism and the irt of Motorcycle
Maintenance", because I have not read the book. I have been told
that the book's author advocates the use of the scientific
method (observation-? hypothesis-* verification) on motorcyles.
The present paper records some observations about the way in v;hicr
nuclear data is gathered, presents an overall scheme for the
coordination of this activity and the provision of.customer
service, and concludes with.a very simple proposal for linking
data files to ïîïIS : verifying its usefulness* could take nuch
longer than writing the paper. This proposal is. intended to
complement rather than conflict with Dr. Lemmel's :. one is
directed towards SDI for data centres, and. the other1 towards,
interactive file searching by end users. CIHDA and EXFOH are
scarcely mentioned in the paper because they represent a special
case in the general category of nuclear data compilations.
Motorcycles are not considered at all.


